TEACHING 4 – The principle of divine leadership – Moses-Stick
The Fourth Teaching from the Spiritual Temple of Attilio Ferrara is again a big step closer to
divinity. The Moses Stick builds the bridge to the impressive life of Moses, the leader of his
people chosen by God. The Old Testament describes his story in detail. To follow the
message of God means, to accept the principle of divine leadership at the moment and to
unify it with one’s inner being. The task to be a good leader of the chosen people can be
only accomplished with unity of the divine principle. Resistance from the outside would be
otherwise too large, the project would be doomed to failure. Moses accepted his task,
reinforced by the signs of God, being on his guard against the threat of the dark side, and
prepared to rise to future challenges.
According to this tradition, one can already guess the power of the Moses Stick. The Moses
story gains a new significance by the power of Attilio Ferrara’s Moses stick. This frequency
even today shall powerfully touch the AUNDA-healers who accept the Fourth Teaching, so
that they engage in the guidance of God.
The path through the Fourth Teaching makes the AUNDA-healers aware of the closeness of
God’s voice, which speaks unambiguously and with clarity. Accepting the symbols enables
deep access to one’s inner divine fire.
With the power of the Fourth Teaching the leadership of one’s own heart is so strongly felt
that the AUNDA-healers can recognize their task with great clarity. The belief in oneself plays
a strong role; it strengthens one’s own truth.
The Fourth Teaching consists of eight Consecrations and can be taken at different time
intervals.
Prerequisites for the acceptance of the Fourth Teaching:
 Teaching 3, integrated at least one year (before start Teaching 4)
 Voice Frequency III up to 450,000 BU
 At least one out of three additional lessons (Holy Geometry, Rainbow Colors, Zodiac Signs)
Consecrations of the Fourth Lesson:
The Frequency of Lemuria
The Frequency of Lemuria divinely recognized
The Star of David
The Star of David divinely recognized
The Frequency of the Sun and the Moon
Building both symbols at the same time divinely recognized
The Light Column of the Five Elements
The Light Column of the Five Elements divinely recognized
Handing over the Moses-Stick (Power of the whole Teaching 4)
After completion of the Teaching a certificate will be handed over.

